Hearts Secret (A Match Made Novel)

Melanie Hartes latest matchmaking
assignment comes with a catch. Her client,
Jaxon Landon, can never know that his
grandmother hired Melanie to find him a
woman of substancesomeone more
interested in making the handsome banker
happy than in spending his money. With
Melanies help, Jaxon meets Zora
Campbell, a former model whose thriving
agency proves shes just as brilliant as she is
beautiful. For the first time Jaxon is falling
for a woman who is his equaland their
combustible chemistry proves the feeling is
mutual. But the hotter their relationship
gets, the more Zora worries about what will
happen when Jaxon discovers the ploy
behind the passion. A simple lie brought
them togetherbut will it also tear them
apart?
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